Magnificent magnetosphere

DID YOU KNOW THE EARTH HAS A GIANT MAGNETIC FIELD
WHICH INTERACTS WITH A STREAM OF PARTICLES FROM
THE SUN? WITHOUT THE AMAZING MAGNETOSPHERE,
LIFE ON EARTH WOULD NEVER HAVE EVOLVED.
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Magnetism was first discovered
thousands of years ago when peo
ple
noticed that lodestone, a type of
mineral
containing magnetite, could attract
iron.
This magnetic attraction occurs
along
the field lines of the magnet, whi
ch come
together at points called poles. On
Earth,
these poles are located north and
south,
which is why a compass needle
always
points north. But occasionally the
Earth’s
magnetic field can flip causing the
poles to swap around! The last time
this happened was 780,000 years
ago.

A strong effect
The Sun’s solar wind (see right) is a stream of
charged particles, like electrons and protons.
The magnetosphere is formed by the solar
wind interacting with the Earth’s magnetic
field. It’s invisible and continually changing
as it’s buffeted by the solar wind.
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Have you ever rubbed a balloon on your
head or jumper and then held it near
small bits of paper? When you do this,
you create a ‘charge’ on the particles
on the balloon’s surface and this
charge ‘attracts’ the paper. Opposite
charges repel and like charges
attract. The world and your own body
is made up of countless trillions
of particles constantly in action!

Can it break?

While the magnetosphere has she
ltere
planet from harsh solar winds and d our
radi
for millions of years, massive blas ation
ts of solar
radiation can crack the Earth’s mag
netic
shield. This can temporarily disr
upt radio
signals, power grids and GPS nav
igation. Much
of today’s technology, like electron
ic payments
and smartphones, rely on these
signals!
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